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Every Child A Hero aims to provide the 
best learning experience to the students 
by innovating educational approaches.
We believe in learning beyond books.

 
We work for instilling strong values and 

essential life skills besides world class
education.The Hero aims to bring the best of

schooling experience to students.
We encourage a passion for music, dance ,sports,

environment and communication with the best
facility.Here  students are not only encouraged but

also trained to emerge as healthy and active
individuals.

 

Now growth would know no bounds.
 
 



Literature Club believes in nurturing the imagination of each student to
help them identify the highest potential of their  dreams. Correct  grammar
and appropriate language skill enhances the confidence which goes in a
long way.Tongue twisters have always proven to be a fun way of
pronunciation of words.They play a vital role in increasing the  speaking
ability of a student.Tongue twister challenge was given to the students of
grade 1  to X.The students were extremely excited.We would like to
congratulate the winners and the participants for their strenuous effort.

Another challenge was "Shabd ka khel". In this challenge students were
asked to pen down their creativity by using the words given. 

LITERARY
CLUB

The hero of Tongue twister challenge  is Rudransh 
Chakraborty of class IV A and Deepshikha Chakraborty of class IX A

The hero of "Shabd ka khel" challenge was Mallesh Ku. Sanapati 
 of class I C and Pratham Pandey of class IX B

#literature_star
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ECO-CLUB
 

 

Our school Eco Club educates

students to create environmental

awareness by organising various

interesting Eco friendly activities.

In Archaeology, ROCK PAINTING is

an art of human made markings

placed on Natural surfaces. 

So, by the fusion of Archaeology

with Environment, our School 

Eco Club # eco_warrior aims to

inspire little ones in decorating

gardens, encouraging them for

plantation and enhancing their

interest in Greenery. 

 

 

 

Kirtan Rathi 
of Class V B is the HERO of

ROCK PAINTING challenge.  
 

Mehul Bhardiya 
of Class VI B is the HERO of 

 NATURE'S FRESH JEWELLERY

challenge.

#eco_warrior
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ARTS CLUB

 
Art club helps the students in developing their creative skills and

imagination. The  Club  provides a platform to the students to

explore their creativity.

An Art and Craft workshop on the
topic Warli Art, Shadow painting ,

Nature Study was organised by Arts 
 Club  to provide limitless

opportunities for the creative minds.
It was a good platform to develop

students deeper understanding of  art.

The hero of Arts club for making Fruit Basket challenge & Nature
Study challenge is Ananya Sahu of I C and  Kirtan Rathi of V B

#art_hero
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The hero of "Dance

with stick"

challenge is

Rudransh

Chakraborty of IV

A.

DANCE CLUB

Dancing largely enhances mascular and

motor  strength. Growth and learning go

hand in hand.The Dance club rises to

incorporate innovative learning approaches

to help students grow in an effective

manner.The Dance club also hosted

numerous skill based workshop to keep the

students in touch with their dance skill.The

students practiced different dance

styles.These workshops were a great way to

inculcate natural love for dancing among

children.

#dancing_star
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“Music is the movement

of sound to reach the

soul for the education of

its virtue.” 

-Plato.

 

 

Music is sound , composed in
certain rhythms to express people’s

feelings or to transfer certain
feelings. 

Music is essential for everybody.
The physical appearance of the

world would be very different without
music, because people come up
with the most brilliant ideas while

listening to their favorite music. The
music club  of KPS Durg has been

set to encourage the talent for
music.The club caters to the

students who are inclined to music.
 

MUSIC
CLUB The hero of "Voice of

KPS" is 
 

Anushka Sahu VIII B
Mayukhi Ramteke IV AA workshop on Rap singing 

and Bollywood pattern was 
organised for the students.

#melody_champ
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The hero of sports challenge 

were Chirag Sahu of  IV B 

, Mukul Raj Yadav 

of VIII A & Mukesh Prasad 

of IX A

SPORTS CLUBSPORTS CLUB

"Talent wins games but teamwork and
intelligence wins championships".

The Sports Club of KPS Durg believes in
inculcating the values of teamwork and

sportsmanship among the students.
With this thought process of empowering

our students to move forward well prepared
to face the outer world the sports challenge

was held.
The challenge was plate tapping for classes
III to V. It helped in increasing the hand and
eye coordination of the students.The next
challenge given for the students of class VI

to XII was High knee challenge.The high knee
challenge is supposed to develop lower

body strength.
 

There was also a workshop on Badminton -
skill practice for Classes III to V, IX & X  .

Workshop on Cricket and Balancing activity
was also held for classes VI to VIII,  XI and

XII.

#super_sporty
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Quiz Club offers a unique and exciting way to

motivate, inspire, encourage and reward children in
their quest for knowledge and provide them with the

opportunity to celebrate their achievement .
 

The main objective of quiz club is to popularize quizzing
activities among students and to encourage them to take 

part in all competitive examination at state and central 
level. To instill our students the values of knowledge, 

wisdom and compassion to make them smart 
citizens.

 
 
 

We conceptualize, promote & execute 
online quiz competitions for students 
through various interesting topics like 

Fast food facts, Indian Cuisine,
Mahabharat,Wonders of World, 

Oceanography, Bollywood, 
All About Chhattisgarh etc.

The appreciative responses we 
received from students are genuine 

and heartwarming.

QUIZQUIZ
CLUBCLUB

#quizz_star
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COMPUTER CLUB

Computer Club is a way for the students to share their

passion for technology.The purpose of this club is to

allow students to explore and exploit their computer

skills.Computer is not a device anymore. It is an

extension of your mind and your gateway to other

people. This has been proved very nicely by the

computer challenge given to the students.We are

happy to announce that we had conducted various

challenges for different classes like to draw a drawing in

Tux Paint, to make a poster in Ms Word & to make an

effective Power Point presentation.Thanks to all the

students for their enthusiastic participation in the

computer club activity.

The hero of Drawing, Poster & Presentation making

challenge for #it_guru are

Junior Category 

Mayukhi Ramteke- Class IV A
Senior Category

Deepshikha Chakraborty- Class IX A

#it_guru
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Every child is gifted.
 

They just unwrap their packages at
different times. We continue to strive

towards excellence and bring
extraordinary opportunities to learn in

more engaging ways than just the
classroom teaching learning process.
KPS Durg aims  at providing holistic

education to each student with
individual attention.

Let us cheer for all our young
achievers who made us proud.

" We must teach 
our

children 
to dream 
with their 

eyes open"
- HARRY EDWARDS-


